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La Colección Jumex, Mexico City, 7 July – 8 May 2005
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The Power Plant, Contemporary Art Center, Toronto, 10 December 2005 – 5 March 2006
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Museo de Arte de Lima, 4 April – 28 May 2006
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We should have interviewed a large number of people from these different countries, to
understand how their consciousness of the passage of time varies (or not) according to their
own culture and feelings.

It draws a line that zig-zags West to East, North and South.
This line is now a strange object –it is a real object, a connecting line of different spots
spread around– a fil rouge, the thread pulled off the globe that makes it go round still.
It is also a sort of drawing-by-numbers that gives an image: probably the true portrait of the
artist as a wanderer –the one that goes away from the right track.

And then I looked at the material generated by the exhibition:  
invitation cards, leaflets, posters, newspaper clippings, exhibition views and education
material.
But still, I am thinking of people, the ones who saw the show, the members of this strange
community connected by the memory of it.
Is it a sort of “Chinese whisper” that carries on a message through a chain of people who
keep repeating and transmitting this message –distorted finally?
No, there is nothing lost, perhaps the I am still alive telegrams have faded, just a little bit?

Probably doing the exhibition anti-clockwise would have been totally different, but nobody will
ever confirm.
More than ten years ago, I completed the monograph on On Kawara, Whole and Parts, by
an introduction entitled ‘Le Massif Central’. It worked as a reference to the French mountain
range and to On Kawara’s œuvre as a given space, something rather solid and massive.
Consciousness. Meditation. Watcher on the Hills created a space as is turned, a virtual
geography.
I was also wondering if one of the Date Paintings exhibited, had been painted in one of the
venues of the show. On a Sunday.
There is a little chance, very little I think.
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Franck Gautherot 
En r’venant de l’expo

Was it about geography, or shipping or anything that concerns logistics?
Or was it an ongoing movement of an exhibition, quiet and discreet, but rather well organized
in the sense that it stopped in twelve cities of eleven countries, when usually traveling
exhibitions have four/five venues?
Does the memory of an exhibition mean an accumulation of souvenirs or piling of
experiences?
I stayed, Jonathan moved, following the exhibition to each venue around the world.
He only missed Singapore. I was mentioned once in Bangkok for a lecture that I didn’t do – I
didn’t travel there.
On didn’t see any of those venues, but carefully followed the whole process and commented
sometimes on the curatorial options.

The collection of exhibition views –similar white cubes hosting similar hangings of the same
artworks; exhibition materials such as invitation cards, posters, newspapers clippings... –in a
book tend to prove the existence of the journey of the exhibition, but is it only reproduced
here to give such evidence? It keeps the traces, it records its memory.

Worldwide and clockwise. Going East, counter to the sun.
Prior to Asia, the exhibition turned in Europe –five cities in four countries– hesitating to move
away, far away, ignoring Africa and India (not intentionally) to Asia and the Pacific and further
on to America.
The résumé of a tour, such a journey around the world, is more a question of people looking
at, rather than a slide show of different displays, even if some actual situations were
eccentric enough to bring some alternative to the normal way of hanging a series of small
paintings on walls.
People were looking at it.
Other people were looking at similar works in the mean time:  
somewhere, children in kindergartens were confronted to a series of 7 consecutive Date
Paintings, while their parents were looking at some other Date Paintings in museums of
these countries.
Do they talk together about it?
Experience shared in common.
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